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Dog Driver gives you practical details of preparing a team for serious work. Learn how to: select

your dogs, build a team, train and condition, work with harnesses and sleds (AND how to repair

them!), understand your dogs, and travel safely and efficiently. Not only will you learn all the fine

points of mushing but you will really enjoy reading this book.
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"Its contents cover what appear to be all the essentials&#x85;from purchasing or raising to outfitting,

training and actually racing." -- (Dan Davidson, Bookends)"Seroius Musher&#x85;is meant to be a

manual for dogsled drivers; it is that and more." -- (Dog Fancy)"&#x85;captivating&#x85;a continual

source of inspiration to never give up o my dream of running the Iditarod." -- (Timothy W.

Eby)"&#x85;the most comprehensive book on dog-sledding to date!" -- (The Wisconsin Bookwatch)

My sister Miki and I learned to run dogs on our own. There weren&#x92;t many mushers around

where we grew up, and few mushing books were available. Even today, with a burst of mushing

books coming out, there are few, if any, comprehensive references for the serious musher. We

wrote this book for mushers who are tired of gleaning information frim newsletters, advertisements,

and pet-owner handbooks. We have attempted to compile information that, until now, has been

widely scattered and not readily available. Hopefully this will get information to mushers while saving

them the trouble of doing all the research.We wrote this book for mushers who already know how to



hook up their dogs and stand on a sled. The beginning musher will find our book useful but should

couple it with a book covering the elementary details. (A glossary ant the back of this book will help

beginners, and additional books are listed in the references.)Dog Driver is not just for competitive

mushers; it is for mushing adventurers and mushers who run dogs for transportation or as a source

of income, and for recreational mushers who want to understand their dogs and the sport better.The

knowledge that we gradually accumulated through our experiences (with many a bumped shin and

bruised ego), and the knowledge that we gained from other dog drivers and literature, has moved us

to share with other ushers&#x97;novices and professionals alike. This book is the result.

Let&#x92;s hook up and get going.

So inspiring! These chicks seriously rock. If I ever grow up I want to be like them.

my daughter loved the book - found it very interesting and entertaining.she is a dog lover at heart,

so a good choice for her

Great book! Used but looks like new.

Other mushers recommended this book to me so I decided to buy it and I am glad I did. It is a very

comprehemsive treatment of the subject matter and a valuble reference. highly recommened.

Great book - just what we were looking for, I would recommend this to anyone with huskies, it has a

lot of useful information even if you do not plan to dog sled.

A fun and easy guide for both the novice and experience musher.There are many updates that fit

with changes in sled dog sports.

great

"Excellent seller, very fast and dedicated to solve the difficulties. I recomend it very much"
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